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Let T and S be two number theoretical transformations on the n-dimensional unit
cube B, and write TtS if there exist positive integers m and n such that T m=Sn.
F. Schweiger showed in [1969, J. Number Theory 1, 390397] that TtS implies
that every T-normal number x is S-normal. Furthermore, he conjectured that Tt% S
implies that not all T-normal x are S-normal. In this note two counterexamples to
this conjecture are given.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1969, Schweiger defined in [S] a class of measurable transformations
on the unit n-cube B, in which the g-adic expansion, continued fraction,
and Jacobi type transformations are generalized. Briefly, such a number
theoretical transformation T is defined by describing it on each of at most
countably many subsets B(k)/B with B(k)=B and *(B(k) & B( j))=0,
k{ j; * is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Due to an extra condition
on the Jacobian of T one has that T is ergodic, and one has a T-invariant
probability measure +, which is absolutely continuous with respect to *.
Recursively defining T-cylinder sets B(k1 , ..., ks) by
B(k1 , ..., ks)=T(k1)&1 B(k2 , ..., ks),
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we say that x # B is T-normal if for every cylinder E=B(k1 , ..., ks) one has
that
1
N
*[0nN&1; T nx # E]  +(E).
It is classical that this is equivalent to (T nx)n0 being +-uniformly dis-
tributed over B.
Let T and S be two number theoretical transformations on B, and write
TtS if there exist positive integers m and n such that T m=S n. Schweiger’s
main result in [S] now states that TtS implies that every T-normal
number x is S-normal. Furthermore, he conjectures that Tt% S implies that
not all T-normal x are S-normal. This conjecture is known to be true for
Tx=ax (mod 1) and Sx=bx (mod 1), a and b integers >1; see also
[Schm], a new example is given in his paper. Another example (also due
to Schweiger) can be found in a paper by Jager [J]. Let T: [0, 1)  [0, 1)
be defined by T(x) :=10x (mod 1), and for x # [0, 1) let x=0.a1a2 ... be its
decimal expansion. Furthermore, let b # [0, 1, ..., 9] and let m=m(x, b) #
N _ [] be the smallest positive integer m for which am=b, ai {b for
i=1, 2, ..., m&1. Then we define the map Tb : [0, 1)  [0, 1) by
Tb(x) :={0 .am+1am+2 ...0
if such an m exists,
if such an m does not exist.
Schweiger’s result in [J] now says that a necessary and sufficient condition
for the number x to be normal to base 10 (i.e., to be T-normal) is the
uniform distribution of the ten sequences
(T nbx)n0 , b # [0, 1, ..., 9].
Furthermore, it is shown in [J] that any Tb -normal number x can be
modified into a Tb-normal number x*, which is not T-normal.
In the next section we will give two counterexamples to Schweiger’s con-
jecture that Tt% S implies that not all T-normal x are S-normal. In the first
counterexample T and S will both have the Lebesgue measure as their
invariant measure; in the second example T and S will have different
invariant measures.
2. TWO COUNTEREXAMPLES
In a recent paper [KN] the present authors showed that the regular
continued fraction (RCF) and the nearest integer continued fraction
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(NICF) expansions share the same set of normal numbers. Unfortunately,
the RCF map T ‘‘lives’’ on [0, 1), while the NICF map S is defined on
[&12,
1
2). Of course, the map S has an isomorphic copy S on [0, 1), and
Tt% S , but we preferred direct counterexamples.
2.1. Binary Expansions Modified
Let T: [0, 1)  [0, 1) be defined by T(x) :=2x (mod 1), then we say that
x # [0, 1) is T-normal if the sequence (T nx)n0 is uniformly distributed
mod 1. Since the Lebesgue measure * is the invariant probability measure
for T, it is classical that this definition coincides with Schweiger’s definition
from [S], and thus we have for all dyadic interval [l2m, (l+1)2m) with
0l<2m, that
*[0n<N; T nx # [l2m, (l+1)2m)]
N

1
2m
.
Now define
S(x) :={T(x),T 2(x),
if 0x< 12 ,
if 12x<1.
It is easy to see that both T and S are number theoretical transformations
(see e.g., [BBDK]), which are Lebesgue measure preserving, and such
that Tt% S. The following theorem shows that T and S provide the first
counterexample to Schweiger’s conjecture.
Theorem 1. An irrational number x is T-normal if and only if x is
S-normal.
Suppose that x is T-normal. Setting
P :=[ p # N; Slx=T p&1x and Sl+1x=T p+1x for some l0],
then if the binary expansion of x is given by
x=.x1x2 ...xp&1xpxp+1 ...
one has by the definition of p # P,
Slx=.xpxp+1 ..., xp=1,
and
Sl+1x=.xp+2xp+3 ... .
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We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let x be a T-normal number, and let P be defined as above.
Then
lim
N  
>[1pN; p # P]
N
=
1
3
.
Proof. If p # P, then
xp&(2l+1)=0, xp&2l=xp&2l+1= } } } =xp&1=1, xp=1,
for some l0. So we have, if we put x&n :=0 for all n0,
>[1pN; xp=1]&>[1pN, xp&1=xp=1]
+>[1pN; xp&2=xp&1=xp=1]
& } } } &>[1pN; xp&2l&1=xp&2l= } } } =xp=1]
>[ p # P; 1pN]
>[1pN; xp=1]&>[1pN; xp&1=xp=1]
+>[1pN; xp&2=xp&1=xp=1]
& } } } &>[1pN; xp&2l&1=xp&2l= } } } =xp=1]
+>[1pN; xp&2l&2=xp&2l&1=xp&2l= } } } =xp=1]
for any l0. We divide by N and let N  , which yields that
:
2l+2
i=1
(&1) i+1
2i
 lim
N  
>[1pN; p # P]
N
 :
2l+1
i=1
(&1) i+1
2 i
.
But then the assertion of the lemma follows, since
1
2&
1
4+
1
8& } } } =
1
3 . K
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us first assume that x is T-normal and that
(a1 , a2 , ..., am) is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s of length m. Then
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , xk+2=a2 , ..., xk+m=am]
>[0kN&1; k  P]
=
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , ..., xk+m=am]
N
}
N
>[0kN&1; k  P]

1
2m
}
3
2
as N  .
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In the same way, we see
>[0kN&1; xk&l= } } } =xk&1=1, xk=a1 , xk+1=a2 , ..., xk+m&1=am]
>[1kN; k  P]

1
2m+l
}
3
2
as N  .
Denoting the binary expansion of Skx by
Skx=.(S kx)1 (Skx)2 } } } (Skx)n } } }
one has, similar to the proof of the above lemma, that
>[0kN&1; (Skx)1=a1 , ..., (S kx)m=am]
N
 \ 12m&
1
2m+1
+
1
2m+2
& } } } + } 32=
1
2m
.
This shows that x is S-normal.
Now we assume that x is S-normal. Then one has that
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , xk+2=a2 , ..., xk+m=am]
N
=
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , xk+2=a2 , ..., xk+m=am , k  P]
N
(1)
+
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , xk+2=a2 , ..., xk+m=am , k # P]
N
. (2)
Setting
L :=min[l; S lx=T kx, for some kN],
one has the fraction in (1) equals
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , ..., xk+m=am , k  P]
>[0kN&1; k  P]
}
>[0kN&1; k  P]
N
which equals
>[0lL&1; (S lx)1=a1 , ..., (S lx)m=am]
L
}
L
>[0lL&1; (S lx)1=1]+L
.
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By the S-normality of x this last numbers tends to
1
2m
}
1
12+1
=
1
2m
}
2
3
as N (and therefore L) tends to infinity.
Note that the fraction in (2) is equal to the product of the two fractions
>[0lL&1; (S lx)1=1, (S lx)2=a1 , ..., (S lx)m+1=am]
L
and
L
>[0lL&1; (S lx)1=1]+L
.
Thus we see that the fraction in (2) tends to
1
2m+1
}
1
12+1
=
1
2m
}
1
3
,
as N (and therefore L) tends to infinity. But then we see that
lim
N  
>[0kN&1; xk+1=a1 , xk+2=a2 , ..., xk+m=am]
N
=
1
2m
,
i.e., x is T-normal. K
Remark. Clearly the orbit (Snx)n1 of x under S forms a subsequence
of the orbit (T nx)n1 of x under T, but the example from Jager’s paper
mentioned above (the orbit of Tb forms a subsequence of T, where T is the
decimal map) shows that this in itself is not enough to have a counter-
example.
In fact, if we define the map F: [0, 1)  [0, 1) by
F(x) :={T
2(x),
T(x),
if 0x< 12 ,
if 12x<1,
then clearly F and S share the same set of normal numbers, but for almost
all x the orbit of x under S is not a subsequence of the orbit of x under
F, and vice-versa.
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2.2. Golden Mean Expansions Modified
We define T and S on [0, 1) by
T(x) :=
- 5+1
2
x (mod 1)
and
S(x) :={
- 5+1
2
x,
- 5+3
2
x&
- 5&1
2
,
if 0x<
- 5&1
2
,
if
- 5&1
2
x<1.
It is easy to see that S is Lebesgue measure preserving, see e.g., [BBDK],
where also the relation between T and S is further explained. The map T
is +-measure preserving, with density h(x), given by
h(x)={
3 - 5+5
10
,
5+- 5
10
,
0x<
- 5&1
2
,
- 5&1
2
x<1.
We note that
S(x)={T(x),T 2(x), 0x<
- 5&1
2
,
- 5&1
2
x<1.
Because of this, no positive integers n and m exist for which T m=S n.
Setting G :=(- 5+1)2 (the so-called ‘‘golden mean’’), every x # [0, 1) is
expanded in the manner
x= :

n=1
a(x; n)
Gn
,
where a(x; n)=0 or 1 and a(x; n)=1 implies that a(x; n+1)=0. With
these sequences [a(x; n), n1], T works as a shift of such 01 sequences,
which we call the ‘‘golden-mean’’ shift.
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In this case we say that x is T-normal if [T n(x), n1] is +-uniformly
distributed, which is equivalent to the following: for any finite 01 sequence
(a1 , ..., am) one has
>[0nN&1; a(x; n+1)=a1 , ..., a(x; n+m)=am]
N
 +([w; a(w; 1)=a1 , ..., a(w; m)=am])
(note that the measure of this set equals 0 if aiai+1=11 for some
i # [1, 2, ..., m&1]).
On the other hand, x is S-normal if (Sn(x))n0 is uniformly distributed
(w.r.t. Lebesgue measure *), that is,
>[0nN&1; Snx # [w; b(w; 1)=a1 , ..., b(w; m)=am]]
N
 *([w; b(w; 1)=a1 , ..., b(w; m)=am])
for any finite (01) sequence (a1 , ..., am), where b(w; n), n1, are the digits
yielded by the map S; see also [BBDK].
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. With the definitions of T and S as in this section, a real
irrational number x is T-normal if and only if x is S-normal.
It is possible to prove this theorem in a way similar to the proof of
Theorem 1. Here we shall give a different proof, based upon two-dimen-
sional extensions of T and S, which are called natural extension transforma-
tions of T and S; see also [BBDK].
We put
X :=_0, - 5&12 +_[0, 1) _ _
- 5&1
2
, 1+__0, - 5&12 + ,
and we define T on X by
T(x, y) :={\T(x),
- 5&1
2
y+ ,
\T(x), - 5&12 y+
- 5&1
2 + ,
if 0x<
- 5&1
2
,
if
- 5&1
2
x<1.
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Note that (apart from a set of measure zero) T is 11, onto, and (two-
dimensional) Lebesgue measure preserving on X. We consider the subset Y
of X, given by
Y :=[0, 1)__0, - 5&12 + ,
and the induced transformation of T on Y, that is,
T|Y (x, y)={T(x, y),T2(x, y), if 0x<
- 5&1
2
,
if
- 5&1
2
x<1,
for (x, y) # Y. In [BBDK] it was shown that
T|Y (x, y)={\Sx,
- 5&1
2
y+ ,
\Sx, 3&- 52 y+
3&- 5
2 + ,
if 0x<
- 5&1
2
,
if
- 5&1
2
x<1,
for (x, y) # Y. Thus we see that (apart from a set of measure zero) T|Y is
11, onto, and (two-dimensional) Lebesgue measure preserving on Y.
Moreover, the first coordinate induces the map S. Due to this, we denote
T|Y by S.
For any (01) sequence (a1 , ..., am) such that ai=1 implies that ai+1=0,
1i<m, we put
2(a1 , ..., am) :=[(x, y) # X; a(x; 1)=a1 , ..., a(x; m)=am].
For each k, 1k<m, one has that Tk(2(a1 , ..., am)) is a rectangle in X,
with the same Lebesgue measure as 2(a1 , ..., am). Now (x, y) # X is said to
be T-normal if
>[0nN&1; Tn(x, y) # Tk(2(a1 , ..., am))
N
 (*_*)(2(a1 , ..., am))(*_*)(x).
for any Tk(2(a1 , ..., am)), 1k<m. In exactly the same way S-normality
is defined for a pair (x, y) # Y.
A direct consequence of these definitions of T- and S-normality is the
following lemma.
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Lemma 2. (i) x is T-normal if and only if (x, 0) is T-normal.
(ii) x is S-normal if and only if (x, 0) is S-normal.
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that for
x # [0, 1) one has that
(x, 0) is T-normal if and only if (x, 0) is S-normal,
which is a consequence of the fact that
T \_- 5&12 , 1+__0,
- 5&1
2 ++=_0,
- 5&1
2 +__
- 5&1
2
, 1+
and that S is obtained from T as an induced transformation with return
time bounded by 2; every generic point (x, 0) is generic for S, and vice
versa. So if (x, 0) is T-normal, it behaves like a T-generic point, and
therefore also like an S-generic point. But then the conclusion of the
Ergodic Theorem yields that (x, 0) is S-normal. Conversely, every S-nor-
mal point (x, 0) is T-normal. K
Remarks. 1. The fact that S is obtained from T as an induced trans-
formation with bounded return time is essential, as we saw in the Introduc-
tion in the example from Jager’s paper: If b , b # [0, 1, ..., 9], b {b, and if x
is Tb -normal, then one can insert long blocks of digits b in the decimal
expansion of x such that we obtain a new number x~ which is still generic
for Tb , but not for T (where Tx=10x (mod 1); see also [J]). In a way
these extra digits are ‘‘not seen’’ by Tb . In case the return time is bounded
the dynamics of T and S are more ‘‘tightly interwoven.’’
2. In all the (counter)examples in this note the dynamics of T and S
are ‘‘close’’ in some intuitive way. The maps F and S from Subsection 2.1
indicate that it might be hard to say, in general, when the dynamics of two
maps are close.
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